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History - a success story since 1821

According to the historical family records, the foundation of the company can be dated back to 1821. At that time, the company mainly traded in 
weapons and steel products of all kinds. The Imperial Royal Army was also supplied with products from Lechner and Jungl and the awarded K.K. 
Pulververschleiss coat of arms served as official trade authorisation for that.

When Mr. Hugo Köthe took over the business after this time in 1912, the demand for hunting and sporting weapons increased for the first time in public. 
He reacted to this historical change in time and from then on offered his customers selected high-quality products of that time. Among the most 
renowned manufacturers with whom the company traded at that time were Lancaster, Roux and Sauer & Sohn. 

In 1972, his son Gottlieb Köthe, a graduate of the Ferlach Technical College and Master Gunsmith School, took over the 
business from his father. As a weapons engineer and master gunsmith, he founded the current workshop at Schlossergasse 
2 in Graz and turned his passion into his profession. In his workshop, very special handmade hunting rifles are produced, 
which are characterized by highest functionality and captivating elegance. At the same time - or perhaps for this very 
reason - they are extremely robust and particularly reliable. He and his employees love the beautiful and special in 
combination with durable and sophisticated technology. 

The hunting rifles that are produced/made by Gottlieb Köthe are exclusively manufactured according to the old, classic 
(English) line and dimensions exactly to the customer's wishes. His special handiness and his love for the smallest details 
are appreciated by experts all over the world.

If one were to look for a comparison of his work with other well-known brands - cars, for example - Bentley would 
probably seem suitable for many. For Swiss watches, however, IWC would probably be the ideal counterpart. All three 
have at least one thing in common - very special craftsmanship.









Bolt Action Takedown Rifle – Safari Edition for “African’s most dangerous Big Five”

Hunting travel enthusiasts we can offer with our unique Safari Take-Down Rifle a very special companion. This special Safari Edition comes in addition 
to all main features of our unique Take-Down Rifles (one connection is enough ...), with features such as special safari caliber, express sight and many other 
important security details, which are designed for the purpose of Big Game Safari’s and brings therefore significant advantages over the normal Take-Down 
system provided for hunting in Africa

This innovative Take-Down Bolt Action Rifle’s from our Company offers you the finest hand-made precision combined with maximum comfort for  
Big Game Safaris and hunting trips around the Globe.

The main features of these special hunting rifles are:

.: Ideal travel companion, Take Down Bolt Action Rifle

.: Without any tool disassemble

.: System and Barrel stay together,

.: Indestructible Mausersystem

.: Reinforced stock body

.: Double firing pin safety and special scope mount safety 

Action: Mauser Magnum System (long) full cutted and handmade individually. Take-Down, the action can be taken out from the stock without any tool. 
(benefit: action and barrel stay together). Triple-side safety (doublefiring pin safety), direct trigger and sling ring.

Barrel: Precision barrel from Böhler barrel steel. Remuneration, form and lengths are individual.

Sighting device: One- or two folding express sight, bead (front) sight with Holland & Holland folding sight. “Suhler”-frog scope mount (mount comes from 
a full cutted piece) or swivel-mounted with additional special safety.

Stock: From first choice quality walnut, reinforced version and measure-manufactured with classic long-drawn-out German cheek, English butt plate, grip 
cap and sling ring.

Caliber: .300 Win. Mag., .338 Rem. Ultra Mag., .375 H&H, .404 Jeffery, .416 Rigby, .458 Lott, .500 Jeffery, .505 Gibbs.
In principle nearly all kinds of caliber are possible.

Optional: Rigby-aperture sight, Rigby-cap, wing safety, handmade gun case.

























Bolt Action Takedown Rifle – Ultralight / Lady Edition

The Lechner & Jungl ultralight or lady edition has all the main features like our unique take-down rifles, but furthermore special lightweight features and 
components made of titanium. This significant features are noticeable especially in the weight and also in the robustness of this rifles. The innovative ul-
tralight take-down bolt action rifle is designed specifically for hunters, where particularly the lightweight of a rifle plays a big role and who want an very 
elegant and aesthetic hunting rifle.

The main features of these special hunting rifles are:

.: Take-Down Ultralight Edition

.: Special Titan components 

.: Without any tool disassemble

.: System and Barrel stay together

.: Indestructible Mausersystem

.: Double firing pin safety

.: Slim swivel scope mount

.: Ideal travel companion

Action: Mauser-Magnum system full cutted and handmade individually. Take-Down, the action can be taken out from the stock without any tool. (benefit: 
action and barrel with optics stay together). Triple-side safety, direct trigger and sling ring.

Barrel: Precision barrel from Böhler barrel steel. Remuneration, form and lengths are individual.

Sighting devise: Standing sight and slim frog mount (mount comes from a full cutted piece) or swivel-mounted.

Stock: From choice quality walnut, measure-manufactured with classic long-drawn-out German cheek, English butt plate, grip cap and sling ring. Is made 
individually to customer specifications.

Kaliber: 6,5x57, .270 Win. .30-06, .25-06, 7x64

Optional: Wing safety, individual features and handmade gun case.

















Bolt Action Take Down Rifle – Standard Edition

As a true innovation of gunsmithing, we can present with our unique take-down rifle a very special bolt action rifle.
With the main priority of “a sufficient connection is enough...”, was developed in-house a innovative mechanism that allows to disassemble this rifle wi-
thout any tools and this all without any influence in the essential aspects such as security, robustness and precision of the rifle. This innovative take-down 
bolt action rifle of Lechner & Jungl offers the finest hand-crafted precision combined with maximum comfort for hunters which are traveling or prefer to 
go on hunting trips around the globe.

This model we produce also in special editions like safari, ultra-light, luxury, and for various individual requirements.

The main features of these special hunting rifles are:

.: Take Down Bolt Action Rifle

.: Ideal travel companion

.: Without any tool disassemble

.: System and Barrel stay together,

.: Indestructible Mausersystem

Action: Mauser-Magnum system (long or short) full cutted and handmade individually. Take-down, the action can be taken out from the stock without any 
tool. (benefit: action and barrel stay together). Direct trigger and sling ring.

Barrel: Precision barrel from Böhler barrel steel. Remuneration, form and lengths are individual.

Sighting device: Folding- or fixed-sight (standing sight), fine bead (front) sight.

Stock: From first choice quality walnut, measure-manufactured with classic long-drawn-out German cheek, English butt plate, grip cap and sling ring.

Caliber: .22-250, .243, .25-06 Rem., 6,5-57, .270 Win., 7x57, 8x57, 9,3x62, 9,3x64, 8x68 S, .300 Win. Mag.
In principle nearly all kinds of caliber are possible.

Optional: Triple- side safety, wing safety, one- or two folding express sight, “Suhler”-frog scope mount (mount comes from a full cutted piece) or swi-
vel-mounted additional special safety, handmade gun case.









Doubel Barrel Rifle / Side by Side Rifle

Classical, precise, beautiful and often a important life-saver because of the quick possibility of the second and final shot. Security in harmony with perfect 
design, the traditional hunting rifle that is designed for big game hunting or special historical reasons.

Still considered the ultimate purist rifle especially known and normally choosen from hunters who prefer the many excellent features like the delicate 
balance, easy handling, lightweight and unique beauty of this rifles. Who can not remember the history and the many adventures and stories associated 
with this special hunting rifle.

The main features of these special hunting rifles are:

.: 2 Variants available 

.: Individual handmade

.: Large caliber selection

.: Classic Design

Action: Double radial bolt lock with extended barrel hooks. Side-locks with double trigger bars and ejector imitate Holland & Holland or extractor.

Barrel: Precision barrel from Böhler barrel steel. Remuneration, form and lengths are individual.

Sighting device: One-, two- or three folding express sight with bead (front) – with Holland & Holland folding sight. “Suhler”-frog mount (mount comes 
from a full cutted piece) or swivel- mounted.

Stock: From choice quality walnut, measure-manufactured with classic long-drawn-out German cheek, English butt plate, grip cap and sling ring.

Caliber: 7 x 57R, 7 x 65R, 9,3 x 74R, .375 Fl, .375 H&H, .416 Rigby, .470 NE, .500 NE.
In principle nearly all kinds of caliber and combinations are possible.

Optional: Special designs of all kinds are possible.









Brake Down Rifle

Elegance, versatility and precision in one piece of gun making tradition and the first choice for many hunters who follow their passion preffered in the 
mountains and with the need of a faithful and reliable companion.

Last but not least also Emperor Franz Josef used in his quite frequent hunting trips exact this rifle model in a special Ischlerstutzen-Edition to befitting one 
of his passions to pursue.

The main features of these special hunting rifles are:

.: Double trigger bars-ejector imitate Holland & Holland

.: Individual handmade

.: Large caliber selection

.: Classic Design

Action: Double radial bolt lock with Kersten. Side-locks with double trigger bars and ejector imitate Holland & Holland. German- or french trigger.

Barrel: Precision barrel from Böhler “Superfast” (Stl 7) barrel steel. Remuneration, form and lengths are individual.

Sighting device: Fixed sights and bead (front) sight. “Suhler”-frog mount (mount comes from a full cutted piece) or swivel- mounted.

Stock: From first choice quality walnut, measure-manufactured with classic long-drawn-out German cheek, English butt plate, grip cap and sling ring.

Caliber: 5,6 x 50R, 5,6 x 52R, 6,5 x 57R, 7 x 57R, 7 x65R, 7mm Rem., .300 Win. Mag.
In principle nearly all kinds of caliber and combinations are possible.

Optional: Special designs of all kinds are possible.









Triumphbock – Bockdrilling 

The Lechner & Jungle Triumphbock or Drilling is a very unique and lightweight hunting rifle for stalking and still hunting. By the number of up to three 
different caliber combinations this rifle combines the ideal characteristics for a variety of hunts in the hunting area. Particular attention on this model has 
been placed on light weight, highest quality materials and easy use safety features. The master hand crafted combination rifle as known as „Triumph Bock 
or Bock Drilling“ from Lechner & Jungl brings just little more weight on the scale than current rifles with single barrels. This exact tailored to your per-
sonal measurements and perfectly balanced hunting rifle of Ing. Köthe is one of the most versatile hunting companions with the touch of timeless classical 
elegance.

Representation:

.: Roundbody-system, Böhler Rasant Steel, high precision barrels
 with folding sight and sling ring
.: Cocking lever-double safety system with lateral sliding switch
 for caliber/barrel change
.: Stock from first choice quality walnut, exact tailored and individually
 made to personal specifications with classic long-drawnout
 German cheek, English butt plate and grip cap. French trigger 
 individual adjustable), finest Bolino steel engraving.

Action: Cocking lever-double safety system with lateral sliding switch for caliber/barrel change (big and small bullet). Cocking lever with safety button 
function for uncocking the firing pin. Precision barrel with forge barrel hook. French
trigger and sling ring.

Barrel: Precision barrel from Böhler barrel steel. Remuneration, form and lengths are individual.

Sighting devise: Folding sight with fine bead (front). „Suhler“- frog mount (mount comes from a full cutted piece) or swivel- mounted.

Stock: From choice quality walnut, measure-manufactured with classic long-drawn-out German cheek, English butt plate, grip cap and sling ring.
Is made individually to customer specifications.

Caliber: 5,6x52R, 6,5x57R, 7x57R, 7x65R, 8x57IRS, .22Hornet, 20/76, 16/76, 12/76













Double Shot Gun / Side by Side Shot Gun

By bribing exclusivity, balance, light weight and responsiveness, according to our traditional classic style custom-made shotguns. They are the ideal com-
panion for small game hunting in a variety of destinations, or on a challenging hunting course of your choice. This exclusive hunting rifle this is the hunters 
choise for hunting on small game, waterfowl and game birds in a shot distance about 40 meters.

Our traditional and English-style handmade double-barreled shotgun has the finest bouquet of roses with royal arabesques engraving. The system opens 
into a distinctive, English shank with tears and has a special cut checkering.

The main features of these special hunting rifles are:

.: Double trigger bars-ejector imitate Holland & Holland

.: Individual handmade

.: Large caliber selection

.: Classic english Design

Action: Double radial bolt lock with extended barrel hooks. Side-locks with double trigger bars and ejectors imitate Holland & Holland.

Barrel: Precision barrel “Demiblock” (with forge barrel hook) from Böhler barrel steel. Remuneration, choke bore, form and lengths are individual.

Sighting device: Blade sight in silver or ivory (substitute).

Stock: From first choice quality walnut, measure-manufactured with stock- end from wood or leather. English, pistol grip or half pistol grip.

Caliber: 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 36. 

Optional: Special designs of all kinds are possible.





Pairs / Pair of Guns / Double Shot Guns

The very fast flight game or bird hunts around the world are the preferential terrain of these exclusive custom handmade rifles. After the old english hun-
ting tradition, a personal attendant which assists normally the shooter after firing the first the second rifle of completely identical pair of guns.  
With the same valuable and unique specifications as all guns from Lechner & Jungl, the pair of guns represents probably the greatest of the rifle and gun 
selection today.

A pair of matched guns is the perfection of gunsmithing and engraving arts. The rare owners know this to appreciate and will never miss this wonderful 
way of hunting.

The main features of these special hunting rifles are:

.: Double trigger bars-ejector imitate Holland & Holland

.: Individual handmade

.: Large caliber selection

.: Classic Design

Action: Double radial bolt lock with Kersten. Side-locks with double trigger bars and ejector imitate Holland & Holland. German- or french trigger.

Barrel: Precision barrel from Böhler “Superfast” (Stl 7) barrel steel. Remuneration, form and lengths are individual.

Sighting device: Fixed sights and bead (front) sight. “Suhler”-frog mount (mount comes from a full cutted piece) or swivel- mounted.

Stock: From first choice quality walnut, measure-manufactured with classic long-drawn-out German cheek, English butt plate, grip cap and sling ring.

Caliber: 5,6 x 50R, 5,6 x 52R, 6,5 x 57R, 7 x 57R, 7 x65R, 7mm Rem., .300 Win. Mag.
In principle nearly all kinds of caliber and combinations are possible.

Optional: Special designs of all kinds are possible.





Engraving

Our in handmade engraved hunting rifles and hunting guns will be designed from different, excellent and renowned 
engravers. Depending on the customer’s desire, effort, or extent of the engraving technique and time factor our custo-
mers can choose from our wide range of engravers. Also in this case we offer our customers a wide and special selec-
tion of opportunities. 
For the very exclusive, specific and elaborate engravings, we are thankful to be able to give our customers the oppor-
tunity to get the finest engraving work of Martin Strolz. His outstanding work can be found in many international 
publications (The Double Gun Journal, L’incision delle Armi Sportive, Shotgun Life, Guns Magazine, etc..). 

Custom handmade gun and rifle cases

Guns need a good protection to be not damaged!

We can offer a variety of different case models for your unique rifles and guns. Basically we build oak- leather- and aluminum 
cases. Both types are perfect for the transport and storage of hunting guns and rifles. They differ in principle only by the en-
velope and the feeling of the material. Every gun case is planned and hand made in an exclusiveand detailed way. The inner 
body and the accessories will be individually adapted to customer requirements. At the end the gun cases from our house have 
all the technical and useful details that are important and practically for the owner.
Beside all the useful facts, it is of course a beautiful and noble accessory and a pleasure for the eye of the beholder.

For more information and a variety of current models of gun cases, including detailed description please visit our website
www.lechner-jungl.com.









Restoration of historical English hunting rifles

One of our main specialities - in our very precise workshop - is the servising of sidelock rifles such as double rifles and double shotguns from historical 
European gunsmiths. After decades of hunting under adverse weather conditions, many of these handcrafted unique pieces have to be serviced in order 
to continue to use them safely. Rust, Material fatigue, wood shrinkage, worn system bedding, tired functional springs, wood damage, etc. can hardly be 
ruled from rifles which were made around the turn of the century. They are mostley not apparent to the layman at first glance, but usually only become 
apparent upon close professional examination under the visible and sometimes also apparently new "surface". 
In addition to the functional, precision and safety priorities, we place the highest priority on processing, servisation and refinement true to the original - 
thus maintaining the value of the weapon 100%! 
Since we are one of the few hand-numbered specialized master gunsmiths in Central Europe, which was created through our special devotion to these 
English guns, we are still able to carry out the same true-to-the-original work, or to re- manufacture tired parts by hand as we used to do in the past. 
The guns remain absolutely true to the original even after our restoration and is perceived as such even by critical collectors. 







Lechner & Jungl – Ing Gottlieb Koethe is a manufacturer and gunsmith of finest hunting guns and rifles. In the special gunshop  
in Graz can be found a good selection of hunting products, latest optics and hunting, outdoor, function and country clothing,  

acessories, handmade leather goods as well, as a good range of used guns and hunting rifles for sale.

Best quality products and services for hunters, nature lovers and collectors – founded in 1821. 
Changes and misprints excepted. Booth 2020 .
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